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BIRTHSTONE: Opal (for Hope)
FLOWER: Calendula (for Constancy)
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Residents Anniversaries
John Coxe, Jr. …….. ……………..10/05

Resident & Staff Birthday
Michael Bond #312………………………..10/02
Yvonne Kinsale #324………………...……10/02
Aaron Hebron #3023………………………10/03
Robert Pepson #1002……………………..10/06
Joel Schwartz #LL-12……………………...10/09
Maryene H Lemon #1010 …………….….10/09
Selma Canner #227………………………..10/10
John Sullivan #3007……………………… 10/10
Shibeshi Wussebo #102…………………..10/12
Clair Long #206…………………………….10/13
Rohit Thacker #212……………...………...10/15
Donna Cohen #LL-6………………………10/20
Sulti G. Sachs#211……………………….. 10/21
Rebecca Vormwald #4007………………...10/21
Johannes Bresler #1009………………… 10/22

Dolores Verges……..………….....10/07
Bert Grotenstein ……..………..…10/07
Inna Solovieva…...……………….10/09
Shibeshi Wusebo …….……….…10/10
Gloria Alexander ……..…………10/10
Olga Weston…….………………..10/11
Mike Bond …….…………………10/12
Monica McLean ……. ….……….10/12
Lynn Blood………………………..10/12
Earldean Cooksey………….…….10/15
Marilyn Goldberg…….….………10/16
Peggy E. Goodloe………………...10/17
Wei & Ruth Lee………………….10/18
Bessie Luedee……………………10/18
Jeanette Benjamin……………….10/20
Harold Fastman………………….10/20

Dae Hee Kim #4004 ………………………10/25
Jose Cancino#106………………………….10/25
Anna Zelvina #504………………………..10/26
Kathryn Broderick #L-22…………… …. 10/29

Welcome!
Meet the New Residents
Velina Johnson………………..#3019
Han Hoang ……..………….….#126
Jose & Martha Cancino………#106
Maria D. Garcia……………….#410

Staff Birthdays
Teresa Sanchez- Edw. Laundry Supervisor 10/15
Other Birthdays in October include: Jimmy Carter, Hillary Clinton, Mahatma Gandhi, Chubby
Checker, Susan Sarandon, Bill Dana, Janet Gaynor, Ben Vereen, Molly Pitcher, Noah Webster,
Annette Funicello, Jonas Salk and Bill Gates.

FLU Vaccine Clinic – NEW DATE!!!
We will be hosting a FLU Vaccine Clinic on Monday, October 11th
from 11am – 3pm. A team from Giant Pharmacy will be coming on
this day to give vaccines for Flu, Tetanus and Hepatitis. They will also
be bringing vaccines for Shingrix and Pneumonia, however, it’s recommended that
you see your primary physician for these since you must receive a series of
immunizations for these vaccines.
Please register in advance by completing a Vaccine Intake Consent Form (once
available they will be at the front desks). Further details to be posted in the near
future. On the day of the vaccine clinic:
 Please remember to bring your photo ID, Medicare card, and any other
prescription drug coverage card or supplementary health insurance card.
 We will be establishing a schedule with assigned times for residents to come
down to the Social Hall for their shot. PLEASE DO NOT COME DOWN UNTIL
YOUR DESIGNATED TIME, as this will delay the process. During the vaccine
clinic no one will be allowed to wait in the lobby area if it is not their
scheduled time.
We are pleased to inform you that we have been able to schedule a

COVID-19 Booster Clinic on Tuesday, October 26th!!!
More information will be out later in the month.
When you come to the clinic, you’ll need to bring your vaccine card, as well as an
ID, Medicare card and any other insurance cards you may have. Please contact
Yvonne at 301-244-3575 if you are absolutely unable to locate your vaccine card
and we can try to get the vaccine confirmation for you online. Currently, only
Pfizer is approved for the 3rd shot, which is the shot that was given at the
Homecrest vaccine clinic, however, if you received the Moderna vaccine at
another location, a booster will only be available if it is approved prior to our clinic.

CAROL’S CORNER
From the Desk of the Executive Director
COVID UPDATES: Once again we are asking for everyone’s support and
cooperation complying with our Covid safety efforts. After a year and a half of
life under the pandemic, we are facing some real concerns regarding what’s
being referred to as ‘Covid fatigue’. As you are aware, mask wearing and
social distancing indoors is still being recommended by the CDC to reduce the
rate of transmission of COVID, even for those who have been vaccinated. Our
residents are even more vulnerable than the general population due to age
and co-morbidities. Consequently, we are continuing to require both mask
wearing and social distancing (sitting 6 feet apart) in our public areas. This
means that in your apartments and outside of the building residents are free
to make their own decisions regarding the personal safety protocols they wish
to follow, but while in Homecrest and Edward’s public areas we ask that
everyone abide by the community’s safety protocols. We understand that
wearing a mask may be uncomfortable in terms of breathing and projecting
your voice to be heard, but it is something we are asking everyone to abide by
to reduce the spread of this serious virus.
While it is our hope and expectation
that all residents, staff and visitors
comply with our community’s
safety protocols, unfortunately, this
is not always the case and it has put
staff in the uncomfortable position
of having to repetitively request
that residents put on their masks
while sitting in the common areas
or walking through the buildings.
Having your mask in your pocket,
on your chin or under your nose is
not sufficient, please wear the mask
covering your nose and mouth. We
are determined to keep everyone
safe and healthy, and towards this
end will be actively enforcing our
mask wearing policy throughout
the buildings.

Renovation Update
We are excited to see our renovation plans finally
moving forward after so many months of delay due to
Covid precautions. The first phase of this project has
started and includes the renovation of the Stein and
Edwards’ dining rooms, and the Stein lobby and front
desk area. This past week the construction crew began
gutting the two dining rooms in preparation for the new
flooring, ceilings, lighting, window treatments and
furnishings. The Stein front desk is being temporarily relocated to the lobby area
near the front doors so construction can begin on our new front desk design,
which will open the space up and make the reception area more accessible to
residents and visitors. Our main lobby area from the front door through to the
dining room will begin renovation in the next week or two, but there will always be
a clear path to the elevators and Convenience Store throughout the construction.
This entire phase of the project is expected to take about six to eight weeks to
complete, and it is our hope that when it is finished we can rollout plans for a
gradual reopening of our dining rooms. Additionally, although the spaces are not
yet completed, there has already been significant work done in some of the
smaller activity spaces, such as the library, fitness center, and arts & craft room.
Based on updates from our vendors, we know that there will be manufacturing
and delivery delays for a number of the critical materials needed to complete this
project, most specifically furniture, which may not be here until late 2021 or early
2022….. but we have no choice but to cross our fingers, be patient and hope for
the best. We will keep you updated as we learn more and hope you are as excited
as we are to be witness to the renovation of all 3 of our community residences.

Shenell’s Station:
REMINDER about Meal Credits for Stein & Moskowitz Residents
While the eligibility requirements for meal credits are clearly described in the lease, I
thought it would be helpful to review it in the Newsletter, as well. First, and perhaps
most important to note, for a resident to receive a meal credit(s) their absence from the
building would have to be for a minimum of seven (7) continuous days. This is true
whether the absence is a planned or a sudden absence due to a health emergency.
To receive the meal credits you are entitle to we ask that you complete the following
steps below:

For planned/non-emergency absences:
 Please complete the “Absence from Building Notice” form as far in advance as
you can before you leave. If you can do this at least seven (7) days before you are
planning to leave it will make sure you start to get credit from the day you leave,
otherwise, the 7 day effective period starts from the date we receive the notice.
 Make sure you have filled out the form completely --- AND
 Use the “Sign In/Sign Out Book” at the front desk of your building to sign-out
when you leave and back in when you return (management is not responsible for
following up with you to verify you have returned to receive your meal credits).

For Emergencies (as an example, a trip to the hospital),
The seven (7) day rule regarding minimal absence from the building to receive meal
credit still applies.
 The person at the front desk will sign you out.
 When you return, if you are not well enough to sign back in yourself, please have
a family member or caregiver do it for you or call the front desk.
 You will receive meal credit after the 7th day of your stay at the hospital/rehab.
Once you return from being out of the building, we refer to the Absence Notice
form and the Sign In/Out Book to trigger your credit calculation and post it to your
account. This is why it is so important to complete the required steps above to
receive meal credit. Credit will be given the following month after your return.
Unfortunately, you will not be issued meal credits if you do not complete the
process noted above.
Extermination Services update:
I would also like to inform you that Management is taking a proactive stance on Bed Bugs.
This is a national epidemic and Homecrest House is committed in finding and eliminating this
problem in its earliest stage. During the month of October we will have the American Pest
Control Company on the property conducting bedbug inspections in the apartments. The
inspections consist of a technician and a dog entering each apartment. The dates of the
inspections will be Stein Building on October 25th and Moskowitz and Edwards Buildings on
October 26th. There will be a Homecrest House staff member with the technician while
conducting the inspection. It is welcome, but not necessary for you to be home during this time.
The inspection takes no more than 2-3 minutes, they come in and out and move on to the next
apartment. Notices will be sent out as a reminder a week before the appointment date.
A few reminders during the inspections:
1. Please avoid spraying heavy perfume and chemical sprays; this will prevent the dog from
detecting the Bed Bug scent.

2. Please make sure there is a clear path or access points for the dog to check the apartment
areas, this includes the kitchen, bedroom, bathroom and living room.
In addition to our weekly extermination service that is scheduled upon request, we have begun a
full scale scheduled inspection and treatment of all apartments on the campus. These routine
inspections are being scheduled at a rate of 10 units every other week, by building and then by
floor, which will complete the entire campus in a year. To date, we have completed Stein, and
are proceeding to Moskowitz. You will be notified a week prior to your scheduled service call
and we ask that you prepare to have the technician check cabinets, behind appliances, in closets,
etc., so the apartment needs to be prepared.
Thank you for your cooperation and please feel free to reach out to me or Michael if you have
any questions regarding this process.

Michael’s Moments
Hello Residents,
My name is Michael Lucas. For those of you I have not met yet, I would like to introduce
myself, I am the new Assistant Manager here at Homecrest House. I have been in property
management for close to 16 years, and have worked every position from receptionist to
Property Manager. I am very glad to be here and working with each and every one of you to
make sure your stay here at Homecrest House is a pleasant one. The month of October is here,
which means fall weather and the change of temperatures.
In October we MOVE FROM AIR-CONDITIONING TO HEAT, but as we have all
experienced at this time of year, the weather changes back and forth between warm and
cool. We monitor the weather forecast and do our best to keep Homecrest at a comfortable
temperature to accommodate our residents. We know that there are times when the
temperature will change drastically, and residents ask ….“Why can’t we have the A/C on or
Heat on?” As much as we would like to switch between A/C and Heat to accommodate the
fluctuating Spring and Fall temperatures, it is not a matter of pushing a button. Our current
system is old and complicated. Unfortunately, updating it at this time is not possible.
We would like to explain how our system works:
We cannot turn on or off the heat/AC immediately. We can only provide EITHER heat or A/C
at any given time. Our building is heated and cooled through the same pipe system. These
are not the same hot and cold water pipes that supply drinking or bathing water. It takes
many hours to change the systems over and it is a major process. Unfortunately, the water
in the piping system has to be brought back to room temperature each time we switch from
hot or cold to avoid damage to the boiler or chiller system.

The way that we try to accommodate everyone until the system changes over is to have the
A/C on during the day when it’s warmer, and turn the A/C off at night when it’s cooler. We
are required to convert the system in Mid-October and will be doing so soon, weather
permitting. We will post notices to let you know more exactly when this will occur.
So here are some simple suggestions to make you a little bit more comfortable in these
interim times.
 Purchase a personal fan to use in your apartment.
 Keep your shades down to avoid the sun heating your apartment on warmer days.
 Open your windows if your apartment is too warm.
 Wear light weight clothes if you are warm and heavy weight clothing if you are cold.
 Keep throw blankets around your couch or lounge chairs, and extra blankets near your bed
 Turn off any electronic devices that might radiate heat.
Thank you for your understanding and cooperation in this matter. We are trying to provide a
caring environment for all our residents.

Tiffani’s Thoughts
Hello Residents!!
My name is Tiffani Fleming and I am the new Certification Specialist here at Homecrest
House. I have worked in facility’s management and leasing for 10 years at various
properties and major corporations, so I have a widespread background in customer
service, office management, and planning. I have always enjoyed working with the
public and providing housing counseling services to those in need. So, naturally, this
position was a perfect fit for me! I look forward to working with you all and being of
any assistance necessary to ensure each resident has the easiest recertification
experience possible!

Message from Doris in Programs and Activities
It’s hard to believe that Fall is upon us already. What happened to summer?!
This past month we were able to honor the Jewish Holidays of Rosh Hashanah and
Yom Kippur with wonderful services enjoyed by many. We also celebrated Sukkot
and were happy to build and set up a lovely Sukkah, which had a new outdoor
location between all three buildings. Thanks to Marilyn Goldberg, many attended a
beautiful dedication and residents enjoyed gathering outdoors.

This month we have scheduled a Sip and Paint Day on October 12th. You must sign
up with Dina (extension 71) if you want to attend this class. She will be purchasing
supplies and needs to know just who will be participating. There will be a charge of
$5.00 for supplies.
The Writer’s Group is back on Thursdays at 1pm. We also are scheduling some
Wednesday van trips to a few different locations. Check the bulletin boards for an
update on trips and sign up at the Moskowitz desk for all trips, as van seating is limited.
Several fun events are planned this month including – a Wine and Cheese hour,
Donut Day, Hot Dog/Hamburger sale, Pumpkin Spice Day, an afternoon of
entertainment with the Orleans Express Band on the 19th, Bob Clark on the 27th and
Halloween treats in the Promenade on October 29th.
If you have any questions regarding these fun events just stop by my office in the
Moskowitz building and I will be happy to tell you all about them.
Stay well and keep smiling!

Doris

Dina on Fitness
Understanding Arthritis - The word arthritis literally means ‘joint
inflammation’. It refers to more than 100 different diseases or conditions
that affect the joints and the tissues around the joints, such as muscles and
tendons. Exercise is beneficial because it can help keep your joints flexible, keep the
muscles around your joints strong, prevent further deterioration of bone and cartilage
and improve your overall health and fitness.
Come join us for a fun and energetic exercise classes on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Check your activity calendars for times and locations.

Around the Kitchen Table
Hello Residents!
When it comes to getting the number on the scale down, everyone is searching for the one perfect solution. Is
diet the answer or is it exercise? Spoiler alert: What and how much you eat has a far greater impact on weight
loss than how much you exercise, although working out is undeniably beneficial. Here’s how it breaks down:
The Case for Diet


Calories count. It’s amazingly difficult to “exercise away” excess calories, says Karen Ansel, MS, RDN,
author of Healing Superfoods for Anti-Aging. For example, to work off about 300 calories, a 160-pound
person needs to walk for an hour at quick, 3.5-mph clip. Or they could just swap sweetened beverages
for plain water, coffee or tea at each meal.



So do nutrients. What you eat also makes a difference. “Protein takes more energy to digest than
carbs or fat. Eating plenty of protein-rich foods fires up your calorie burn,” says Ansel. Consuming more
fiber helps, too, as it fills you up for fewer calories and may help “shuttle” some fat calories out of your
body undigested, she adds.



Portions are key. Eating even a little bit less automatically lowers your calorie intake; this is obvious,
but often overlooked. “Just by leaving a few bites over at each meal, you can trim 10 to 20 percent of
your daily calories,” says Ansel.

But exercise is still very important
While exercise won’t by itself help you lose weight, it’s vital to your health. “Regular exercise lowers blood
pressure, improves cardiovascular health, strengthens bone and helps prevent injury as you age,” says
Steigerwald. Plus, if you are trying to lose weight, pumping up your workouts, particularly weight training,
which builds muscle and may jump-start metabolism, can nudge you past plateaus. Studies also show that
people who’ve lost weight keep it off if they exercise most days of the week.
Bottom line: While you can’t out-exercise a bad diet, you need exercise to fine-tune a body made healthier by
a good diet.

UPCOMING EVENTS
DATE
7 October
15 October
20 October

EVENT
OKTOBERFEST MEAL
Hot Dog & Hamburger Day
Pumpkin Spice Day

29 October

Halloween Treats
STAY SAFE

TIME/PLACE
4:30PM TO 6:30PM
Noon to 1pm
2:00PM Promenade
3:30PM Edwards Social Hall
2PM Promenade

HEALTH SERVICES REFERRALS & PARTNERS
 Jewish Social Service Agency (JSSA) – Case management, therapy & Hospice care.
Call 301-881-3700
 Premier Home Care and Housekeeping – Personal care & Housekeeping Services.
Call Avital at 301-984-1742
 Med Star VNA (Visiting Nurses Association) Provides in home care upon discharge from
hospital or rehab facility call Donna at 410-274-2193
 FOX Rehabilitation Services: Provides Physical, Occupational and Speech Therapy at
Homecrest House, call 877-407-3422
 Physician’s Assistant – (Capital Coordinated Care) Call Aarti Vakil 240-744-0001
 Dermatologist – Michelle Holder, ARNP; Call 1-877-345-5300
 JCA (Jewish Council on Aging): Connect–A-Ride, Call 301-738-3252
 Kensington Pharmacy – Delivery service available, Call 301-933-6165
 Podiatrist – Dr. Gittleson, Call 301-986-4900

SAFETY TIPS FOR ONLINE
COMPUTER USE
Increasingly, seniors are joining the computer generation….
More and more of our residents are getting home
computers, laptops, tablets and smartphones, allowing
them to surf the web, access social media sites, and email
or talk with family & friends through emails, as well as voice
and visual connections. As the social restrictions of the
pandemic continue for the foreseeable future, the use of
technology to get connected and stay connected with
others is exploding. However, while most of us are aware
of the great many benefits that computers and the internet
offer, there is reason to be cautious as well. We hear
increasing reports of computer scams, viruses and other
harmful activities that can place at risk everything from the computer operations to personal
financial accounts. There are some basic SAFETY TIPS to follow when you use any computer
(this includes your smart phones and tablets). While I do not have any technological expertise
and may even be considered one of the more ‘challenged’ computer users of my generation
(or so my kids tell me), there are a few SAFETY TIPS I’d like to share with everyone who is
getting on the computer and more importantly, going online (on the web) for any reason. If
you have any questions regarding computer security, ask your kids and grandkids, they’ve
been raised on these devices or come to the front desk and we can try to help you there.

Activities at Homecrest House

Marilyn led the dedication of the Sukkah. Yvette visited each day for the week it was up.

Dina teaches art at the Sip and Paint Class

Residents enjoy Donut Day

Exercise Class twice per week

